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0 Comments Laptop or computer: Please select a product
brand: We have been working over the past decade to
make the future of high-performance computing great,

and this is an exciting moment for us. It's also an exciting
moment for the computing community, which has seen

the rise of the supercomputing era and the ever-
increasing power of our largest computing environments,
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culminating in the class of supercomputers that challenge
our best CPUs. Let's quickly review how these systems
are built and operate. They're increasingly made up of

servers in different locations running on the cloud,
cluster, or grid computing architectures. To keep up with
the pace of technological advances, many have described
recent cloud-based computing as involving one or more
"silos" working in isolation (though multiple silos coexist

and often can be thought of as processes interacting
through shared events). However, the problem with these
descriptions is that they do a disservice to the reality of
what is taking place. Servers appear to be operating at
opposite ends of the (virtual) computing infrastructure.

However, they're actually closer than you'd think, as
shown in Figure 1 below. Figure 1: Servers, whether local

or cloud based, can be very small or very large, but
they're usually in the same sort of rectangular data

center. Source: Wikimedia Commons This sort of cloud
arrangement is actually quite helpful for users. The

software they need to run their applications is usually
already running and maintained somewhere else. Servers

build and maintain on a global level, and desktop or
mobile clients operate on a local level. They also provide
computing resources that clients and other researchers
can use. The idea behind computational clouds is that

researchers, researchers looking to conduct their work on
supercomputers, and users with their own computers can
access the resources of multiple servers (or "the cloud")
for the duration of their use. They can be accessible from

within research groups, corporations, educational
institutions, and others seeking to use these resources.
By designing the clouds as reusable, maintainable, and

portable, researchers and others working with
supercomputers can reduce the need to purchase

additional equipment (as shown in Table 1). To achieve
the goal of portability, a number of innovative approaches

have been designed by a number of innovative
organizations. For example, the US National Center for

Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) is developing
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concepts, including the Open Science Grid and Open
Science Commons, that aim to help scientists to achieve

their computing needs on a cloud
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